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Matson, Frederick R— Review of "The Ceramic Art in
Islamic Times: Contemporary Techniques.1' AL VIII,
p. 46.	[1598
A short note pointing out the method of manufacture of faience
vessels and tiles, of haft-rangi tiles, and of mosaic faience,
Mehta, H. P.—Mazdakism: A Plea for a Better Estimate.
BDCRL II, Pts. 3-4, pp. 397-401.	[1599
Points out that neither the Zoroastrian writers nor the Arab historian
have been able to give a true and critical judgment on Mazdak and
his doctrines, the former on account of their religious prejudices and
the latter, through want of original sources which were completely
destroyed by Noshirwan. Mazdak is considered as the first Bolshevist.
The rise and fall of Mazdak stands for an important phase in the
history of Iran and is indicative of the state of Iranian society of
those times.
Miles, George 0.—Epigraphy.   AL VIII, pp. 105-108.  [1600
Gives a list of Persian Inscriptions of Iran.
Paruck, Furdoonjee D. J.—On the Term * Persia'.   ILQ. XI,
Pt. 3, pp. 145-153.	[1601
The  two terms Persia and Eran are synonymous.   The kingdom
which in English is called Persia, the Persians of Eranians  themselves
call Iran.   But  each  of  these  words has a somewhat  complicated
history, which the author discusses.
	On the Term * Aneran'.   ILQ. XI, Pt, 2, pp. 97-10L
[1602
'Aneran' is the word found in inscriptions and coins of Ardashir I
(A. D. 226-242) of Iran. The Author discusses the historical events of
the reign of Ardashir and concludes .that the term Aneran means
'non-Eran* which signifies the sovereignty over non-Eranian countries.
	 The Emblem of the  Crescent   and  Star.   ILQ.  XI,
Pt. 4, pp. 232-235.	[1603
Discusses the adoration of the sun and the moon in ancient Iran.
The Venus cult and the significance of Venus, moon and crescent on
the Parthian and Persian coins.
Saklatwalla, J, E,—Imaginary Conversation Between Omar
Khayyam and Al-Ghazzali.   ILQ. XI, Pt. 4, pp. 256-258.
[1604
An imaginary conversation between Omar Khayyam and Al-Ghazzali
when they both met by the side of Rubdar talking on life,, soul aad
and mortality, with corroborative and parallel thoughts culled from the
DJwan of

